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1.

we think guess or are
egg whom always impact just
reflects monsters part immediately culture
drop what the influence much
music into straight wednesday on
flesh does dissected turns as
for much itself was they
are even or public tired
to build in that served
inclusion quietly reacted has smokescreen
attempted with nostalgic medium fused
enabled conditions right but that
were model think hand cursory
citations temporal unveiling play process



2.

temporal think guess or are
were whom always impact just
enabled monsters part immediately culture
drop what medium influence much
music into straight reacted on
served does dissected turns as
for much itself was even
are they or public tired
to build in that flesh
inclusion quietly wednesday has smokescreen
attempted with nostalgic the fused
reflects conditions right but that
egg model think hand cursory
citations we unveiling play process

3.

we think guess process are
egg model always impact just
reflects conditions part immediately culture
nostalgic what the influence much
music into straight wednesday smokescreen
flesh to dissected turns as
or much itself was they
are even for public tired
does build in that served
inclusion quietly reacted has on
attempted with drop medium fused
enabled monsters right but that
were whom think hand cursory
citations temporal unveiling play or

4.

we citations guess or are
egg whom always think just
reflects monsters part right culture
drop what the with much
music inclusion straight wednesday on
flesh does in turns as
for much tired was they



are even or public itself
to build dissected that served
into quietly reacted has smokescreen
attempted influence nostalgic medium fused
enabled conditions immediately but that
were model impact hand cursory
think temporal unveiling play process

5.

we think unveiling or are
egg whom always impact cursory
reflects monsters part immediately but
drop what the influence fused
quietly into straight wednesday on
flesh does dissected build as
for public itself was they
are even or much tired

to turns in that served
inclusion music reacted has smokescreen
attempted with nostalgic medium much
enabled conditions right culture that
were model think hand just
citations temporal guess play process

6.

we think guess or play
egg whom hand impact just
reflects monsters as immediately culture
drop has the influence much
music into attempted wednesday on
flesh does dissected turns that
for much itself are they
was even or public tired

to build in that served
inclusion quietly reacted what smokescreen
straight with nostalgic medium fused
enabled conditions right but part
were model think always cursory
citations temporal unveiling are process



7.

wet think guess or bare
leg whom always impact rust
deflects monsters part immediately vulture
flop what the influence mulch
muscle into straight wednesday bone
leash does dissected turns rash
fork much itself was the
care even or public tried
to build in that swerved
infusion quietly reacted has smokestack
attended with nostalgic medium mused
enacted conditions right but hats
where model think hand curvature
criteria temporal unveiling play proceeds

8.

wet blink guess for bare
leg whole always impart rust
deflects monitors part immense vulture
flop wait the inflected mulch
muscle inside straight weedeaters bone
leash dots dissected burns rash
fork such itself wash the
care seven or rubic tried
to guild in rats swerved
infusion quickly reacted plastic smokestack
attended pith nostalgic mediates mused
enacted conflicts right buttered hats
where motel think gland curvature
criteria tempests unveiling flay proceeds

9.

wet blink guests for bare
leg whole away impart rust
deflects monitors parse immense vulture
flop wait then inflected mulch
muscle inside strained weedeaters bone
leash dots dissolve burns rash
fork such instead wash the



care seven forth rubic tried
to guild inner rats swerved
infusion quickly redacted plastic smokestack
attended pith nostril mediates mused
enacted conflicts night buttered hats
where motel hint gland curvature
criteria tempests unwilling flay proceeds

10.

we think guess or are criteria tempests unwilling flay proceeds
egg whom always impact just where motel hint gland curvature
reflects monsters part immediately culture enacted conflicts night buttered hats
drop what the influence much attended pith nostril mediates mused
music into straight wednesday on infusion quickly redacted plastic smokestack
flesh does dissected turns as to guild inner rats swerved
for much itself was they care seven forth rubic tried
are even or public tired fork such instead wash the
to build in that served leash dots dissolve burns rash
inclusion quietly reacted has smokescreen muscle inside strained weedeaters bone
attempted with nostalgic medium fused flop wait then inflected mulch
enabled conditions right but that deflects monitors parse immense vulture
were model think hand cursory leg whole away impart rust
citations temporal unveiling play process wet blink guests for bare

11.

we thinnesday on infre motel
hint gland curvature
reflects monsters pight wedess wet
blink guestusion quickly redacted plastic
smokestack
flesh does dissected turns as
to guild inner rats swerved
for much itself was they
care seart immediately culture enacted
conflicts night buttered hats
drop what the influence much
attended pith nostril mediates mused
music into straven forth rubic
tried
are even or public tired
fork such instead wash the



to build in that served
leash dots dissolve burns rash
inclusion quietly reactproc
k guess or ed has
smopests unwcitations temporal unveilwere model
think hand cursory ing play
illing flay procedes
egg whom always impkescreen muscle
insi
de strleg whole away impart
rustained weare criteria temact
just whes for bareedeaters bone
attempted with nostdeflects monitors parse
immense vulturealgic medium fused
flop wait then inflected mulch
enabled conditions right but that

12.

insiimmense vulturealgic medium fused we
thinnesday on infre motel
hint gland curvature attempted with
nostdeflects monitors parse
reflects monsters pight wedess wet
leash dots dissolve burns rash
blink guestusion quickly redacted plastick
guess or ed has rustained
weare criteria temact
smokestack enabled conditions right but
that
fork such instead wash the
flesh does dissected turns as
egg whom always impkescreen muscle
to guild inner rats swerved
think hand cursory ing play
for much itself was they
just whes for bareedeaters bone
care seart immediately culture enacted
conflicts night buttered hats smopests
unwcitations temporal unveilwere model
drop what the influence muchilling
flay procedes
attended pith nostril mediates mused



music into straven forth rubic
to build in that served
tried flop wait then inflected
mulch
are even or public tired
inclusion quietly reactprocde strleg whole
away impart

13.

alien insiimmense vulturealgic medium fused we
teeth thinnesday on infre motel jackets
door hint gland curvature attempted with
round nostdeflects monitors parse stubborn
blackboard reflects monsters pight wedess wet
suction leash dots dissolve burns rash iced
shivers blink guestusion quickly redacted plastick
batch crawls guess or ed has rustained pools
stomach weare criteria temact atoms floppy
hunch smokestack enabled conditions right but
feathers mud planets that boots monument avenue
fork such instead wash the pus brushed gust
flesh does dissected turns as dogsnow slicer
eggs egg whom always impkescreen muscle fluffy
pyramid bristles to guild inner rats swerved
shovels seasonal sand think hand cursory ing play
dunes airplane brothers for much itself was they
just whes for bareedeaters bone-pocket sinister
rivers care seart immediately culture enacted
conflicts night buttered hats smopests knit
rednecks goldfish unwcitations temporal unveilwere
model crocodile loaves bathing schoolbooks
drop what the influence muchilling chairs knot
wriggling wishes flay proceeds noodles swim
skinned flowers attended pith nostril mediates mused
music into straven forth rubic tinkers invisible
twines to build in that served diaries chemical pencil
tried flop wait then inflected waffle avalanche
diamonds mulch escape underwater baseball wraiths
are even or public tired wrath smash moons above
inclusion quietly reactprocde strleg whole snug
sitcoms cellphones cities tombs to toothpaste



14.

meat: the insiimmense vulturealgic medium of
"viewing" gaze-and thinnesday on infre motel
meat.) door hint gland curvature visible,
[set of] nostdeflects monitors parse disgust?):
blackboard: signifiers monsters pight wedess wet
suction spectacular perpetrators sliced
shivers blink present: the redacted plastick
batch crawls spaceship, poison rustained pools
stomach consciousness). as atoms floppy
hunch smokestack floats flesh forward, defies
feathers mud dual aristocratic agencies
words, "from" wash the pus brushed gust
flesh why? pleasure, extensions, fragile?
eggs egg the "patriotic" political fluffy
pyramid bristles surrender, and rats swerved
shovels islands. opinion which, ing play
dunes airplane brothers civilians (mostly
resistance; it bareedeaters bone-pocket sinister
rivers posed, "why" immediately culture enacted
conflicts night buttered hats [1945] explorations,
minute. nor pacific - the temporal unveilwere
america which, ultimatum schoolbooks who,
drop dodge russians manhattan chairs knot
wriggling (exactly neutrality war. noodles swim
skinned flowers university poison research
career into straven "toy" experiment... it was
twines decision, standpoint diaries chemical pencil
thought solved hiroshima suffer, waffle avalanche
diamonds voice, thing... "succumb" baseball wraiths
corpse, sympathies, memphis wrath smash moons above
double-"hybrid" neighborhood: carnival-certain
ladder-monsters (range/"garbage" "floating"-core

08.08.2013

I want people of the future to know--if there are some left--that some of us in
these times were not just slaughtering one another! It's an archive against the
repression of historical memory. Against "master narratives" of all kinds.
-Anne Waldman



meat: the "turd")-theater medium commercial
"viewing" gaze-"toothpick" on infre motel
meat.) door marionettes chains visible,
[set of] protagonists from) parse disgust?):
blackboard: signifiers monsters school,
howling spectacular perpetrators fifteen
minutes blink present: the redacted
orchestra crawls spaceship, either!
stomach consciousness). as savage floppy
hunch smokestack toilet bowl brush, defies
infantile scepter dual aristocratic agencies
antihero, "turkish" wash the pus brushed gust
norway why? poland, shakespeare, fragile?
eggs egg the "burlesque" political fluffy
adjective recurrent farce, and rats swerved
infamous comments. syllable walk, ing play
hallucinatory bicycle hydrant (memories
resistance; it bareedeaters goatfish chimney
rivers posed, "why" swimming technology,
revolving biographical routes [1965] explorations,
minute. nor pacific - coaxial microwave
conformities which, immediacy schoolbooks who,
switches segments five minutes daily plumbing
wriggling (telephone surgeon war. noodles swim
skinned flowers university crayon summary
career shapeshifter "toy" experiment... whistle
twines decision, standpoint decadence thought
civil disobedience retort waffle avalanche
warehouse shipping, clocks... "succumb" baseball
wraiths corpse, flaws randomly scientist, memphis
double-"hybrid" consensus: carnival-plaything
ladder-monsters (intervene capital/"garbage"-core

the: "turd")-theater medium
"gaze"-"toothpick" on infre
door.) marionettes chains,
[protagonists] from) parse?):
signifiers: monsters,
spectacular perpetrators



blink present: the
crawls spaceship,!
consciousness). as savage
smokestack toilet bowl brush,
scepter dual aristocratic
"turkish", wash the pus brushed
why? poland, shakespeare,?
egg the "burlesque" political
recurrent farce, and rats
comments. syllable walk, ing
bicycle (hydrant
it; bareedeaters goatfish
posed, "why" swimming,
biographical routes [1975],
nor. pacific - coaxial
which, immediacy schoolbooks,
segments five minutes daily
(telephone surgeon war. noodles
flowers university crayon
shapeshifter "toy" experiment...
decision, standpoint decadence
disobedience retort waffle
shipping, clocks... "succumb"
corpse, flaws randomly scientist,
"hybrid"-consensus: carnival
monsters-intervene (capital/"garbage"

theater):-"medium"
"toothpick" on/in fire
marionettes.) chains,
[from]) parse?):
monsters:,
perpetrators
present: the
spaceship,!
as). savage
toilet bowl brush,
dual aristocratic
"wash", the pus brushed



poland,? shakespeare,?
the "burlesque" political
farce, and rats
syllable. walk, ing
(hydrant
bareedeaters; goatfish
"why", swimming,
routes [1975],
pacific. - coaxial
immediacy, schoolbooks,
five minutes daily
(surgeon war. noodles
university crayon
"toy" experiment...
standpoint, decadence
retort waffle
clocks..., "succumb"
flaws , randomly scientist,
"-consensus": carnival
intervene (capital/"garbage"

intervene (capital/"garbage" theater):-"medium"
"toothpick" on/in fire "-consensus": carnival
flaws , randomly scientist, marionettes.) chains,
[from]) parse?): clocks..., "succumb"
retort waffle monsters:,
perpetrators standpoint, decadence
"toy" experiment... present: the
spaceship,! university crayon
(surgeon war. noodles as). savage
toilet bowl brush, five minutes daily
immediacy, schoolbooks, dual aristocratic
"wash", the pus brushed pacific. - coaxial
routes [1975], poland,? shakespeare,?
the "burlesque" political "why", swimming,
bareedeaters; goatfish farce, and rats
syllable. walk, ing (hydrant



syllable. walk, ing (hydrant retort
waffle monsters:, intervene (capital/"garbage"
theater):-"medium" "toothpick" on/in
fire "-consensus": carnival retort waffle
monsters:, flaws , randomly scientist, marionettes.)
chains, [from]) parse?): clocks..., "succumb"
retort waffle monsters:, perpetrators standpoint,
decadence retort waffle monsters:, "toy"
experiment... present: the spaceship,! university
crayon retort waffle monsters:, (surgeon
war. noodles as). savage toilet
bowl brush, five minutes daily
retort waffle monsters:, immediacy, schoolbooks,
dual aristocratic "wash", the pus
brushed pacific. - coaxial retort waffle
monsters:, routes [1985], poland,? shakespeare,?
the "burlesque" political "why", swimming,
retort waffle monsters:, bareedeaters; goatfish
lo-fi farce, and rats

walk, ing (hydrant retort farce, and rats
monsters:, intervene (capital/"garbage"
"toothpick" on/in
"-consensus": carnival retort waffle
flaws , randomly scientist, marionettes.)
[from]) parse?): clocks..., "succumb"
waffle monsters:, perpetrators standpoint,
retort waffle monsters:, "toy"
present: the spaceship,! university
retort waffle monsters:, (surgeon
noodles as). savage toilet
brush, five minutes daily
waffle monsters:, immediacy, schoolbooks,
aristocratic "wash", the pus
pacific. - coaxial retort waffle
routes [1985], poland,? shakespeare,?
"burlesque" political "why", swimming,
waffle monsters:, bareedeaters; goatfish



on/in monsters:, bareedeaters; goatfish
"-carnival" retort waffle
, randomly scientist, marionettes.)
parse?): clocks..., "succumb"
monsters:, perpetrators standpoint,
waffle monsters:, "toy"
the spaceship,! university
waffle monsters:, (surgeon
as). savage toilet
"wash", the pus
- coaxial retort waffle
[1955], poland,? shakespeare,?
political "why", swimming,
five minutes daily
ing (hydrant retort farce, and rats
intervene (capital/"garbage"
monsters:, immediacy, schoolbooks,

the pus (hydrant retort farce, and rats
monsters:, bareedeaters; goatfish
retort waffle immediacy, schoolbooks,
scientist, marionettes.)
perpetrators standpoint,
monsters:, "toy" (capital/"garbage"
spaceship,! university retort waffle
monsters:, (surgeon "why", swimming,
savage toilet minutes daily
clocks..., "succumb" poland,? shakespeare,?

rats bareedeaters; goatfish university
(surgeon "why", swimming, pus
(hydrant retort farce, and
retort waffle waffle immediacy,
daily standpoint, "succumb" poland,?
shakespeare,? "toy" (capital/"garbage"
schoolbooks, marionettes.) toilet minutes
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ets. The for   t   ture ucird
the mode leaf eye the

swarming the
prepar  he equator    of clay

the soilsaberletterpolyphony
it is it not is knot it not
army sul ggavel of the sea;
armies ul ravel of the sea;

that The nexzt exral dance podlified
one the armie the
fi say bersoul the
latter that orlyoilyonly

away sulk gravel again
cluck    E    nt the talk
now do     wwold plad
padlock you know of the sea-clocked  aere
ere independon re-usable ce  aperfia

birdtemperaturefort the eats why
clotted gove whidb we

exciting ets. The for   t   ture ucird
the mode football plop leaf eye the

swarming the corpse
prepar  he equator    of needle clay

the soilsaberletterpolyphony chambers
brothers triple it is it not is knot it not
army sul ggavel legs-to-view of the sea;
armies ul ravel of the sea; puppet-umbrella



war-colt that The nexzt exral dance podlified
one spectacold the armie the
fi say bersoul invited the
latter that orlyoilyonly of attrition

dkeep regikljters away sulk gravel again
cluck    E    nt the coin-reign talk
now do     wwold plad speeddrive
accrued padlock you know of the sea-clocked  aere
ere in-dimed dyed dependon re-usable ce  aperfia

birdtemperaturefort plug-in the eats why
clotted gove whidb we williamsburg

seeds exciting ets. The for   t   ture ucird
the mode exorcise yourself feetball pope leaf eye the

swarming the corpse foot-bail
prepar  he equator    of forbidden

fishvowels sinusmetal marbleous needle clay
the soilsaberletterpolyphony chamb keyfoam ears
broodumplpllings ing theirs triple it is it not is
messing with nothing but knot it not
army sul ggavel legs-to-view folds background
of the sea; parents to her death-clown mimicry
armies ul ravel attorney-crack of the sea;
face-painted dialapoem pregnant puppet-umbrella
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electric that The nexzt exral dance podlified

one roller the armie coaster the
fi say bersoul the niagra poker
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now do     wwold yet nobody plad
padlock you know of the sea-redclocked  aere
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birdtemperaturefort the eats why cometfusion
vector clotted gove whidb we
excit territorial ing ets. The for   t   ture ucird
the mode football ing plop leaf eye the

swarming the infinite finance corpse
prepar  he equator    of needle clay thus

hovered the soilsaberletterpolyphony chambirthers
baraothegrghs triple it is it not is knot it not
army sul ggavel pendulum gravitates legs-to-view of the sea;
armies ul ravel of the sea; puppet-hovel umbrella
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sunflower ebad formica eden:
y: th o juice obo in
reverse-miniminiminiminiminim
th or karma cedo blue-inside
or helixcopter little if
our eye.

sunflower y: reverse-th or our
ebad th miniminiminiminiminim
or helixcopter eye. formica o
karma little eden: juice cedo
if obo blue-in inside

if sunflower y: reverse-Series,
th or our cake. (with) [2], the
anything ebad th miniminiminiminiminim
"tough" four-self self-cut yourself
literally, or helixcopter eye. wholesome
formica o bushes. (Do? Why?) absurdity
of highlights, nothing karma little eden:
juice cedo clothes. self-complicating
soak, soap, so, soon, if obo blue-witch
unknown, in inside scene nervous residents

unknown, in - again - inside patriarchy:
scene nervous co-residents limitations,
if sunflower y: imply-wave (at),
reverse-Series, germs-only? as/on
lipstickth or our historical glitters
post-cake. (with) [2], (we) cactus
the fluid indebted vice-camp roles,
anything ebad th snow-fetish bird-worship
miniminiminiminiminim dark ages capital
"tough" four-self (libidinal, television)
self-cut yourself machine-based glitch
glitchfuck literally, or helixcopter agency
- highbrow tube - eye. wholesome criteria
formica o bushes. not a lot of not. not.



(Do? Why?) absurdity frequencies. sealed,
sealed-labor of highlights, nothing referents,
karma little eden: whether weather whether
weathers whether juice cedo clothes. closed,
close-self-complicating compassion? sense;
since soak, soap, so, =7338 [the] (Revelations)
soon, if obo but, about ubu, you too who
blue-witch: A knife (even) onion, shriek

and more time and other
reality slippers give
meek invited flew one
lumin soap elaborating
twelve minute system
unneed gibbons relatest
and reality leek cumin
twelve unneed more
slippers invented soup
minute gibbons time
given few elaborated
systems relates another
and twelve slippage minute
ravens systemic realities
unnerved inverted ribbons
anew rebates sleek core
soup times laborious enough

and more time and other desiccated soup times laborious enough
reality slippers give desiccated anew rebates sleek core
meek invited flew one desiccated unnerved inverted ribbons
lumin soap elaborating desiccated ravens systemic realities
twelve minute system desiccated and twelve slippage minute
unneed gibbons relatest desiccated systems relates another
and reality leek cumin desiccated given few elaborated
twelve unneed more desiccated minute gibbons time
slippers invented soup desiccated slippers invented soup



salinity and more time and other
oceans desiccated soup times laborious enough
stabilize reality slippers give desiccated anew
unintentional rebates sleek core
oxygen meek invited flew one desiccated
nutrients unnerved inverted ribbons
surface lumin soap elaborating desiccated ravens
devoid systemic realities brine
shrimp twelve minute system desiccated and
planktonic twelve slippage minute algae
bubbles unneed gibbons relatest desiccated systems
eggs relates another migratory islets
evaporation and reality leek cumin desiccated
peninsula given few elaborated shorelines
navigable twelve unneed more desiccated minute
diversion gibbons time drought terminus
ripples slippers invented soup desiccated slippers
dissipated volcano invented soup

08.10.2013

assassin bug oceans desiccated soup times laborious enough
stabilize reality wheel bug slippers give desiccated anew
wheel bug salinity and more time and other
unintentional rebates sleek assassin bug core
oxygen meek invited flew one desiccated wheel bug
assassin bug nutrients unnerved inverted ribbons
devoid systemic realities assassin bug brine
shrimp twelve minute system desiccated wheel bug and
planktonic twelve slippage minute algae assassin bug
eggs relates assassin bug another migratory islets
evaporation and reality leek wheel bug cumin desiccated
peninsula given few elaborated assassin bug shorelines
navigable twelve unneed more wheel bug desiccated minute
diversion gibbons time assassin bug drought terminus
dissipated assassin bug volcano invented soup
surface lumin wheel bug soap elaborating desiccated ravens
ripples slippers wheel bug invented soup desiccated slippers
wheel bug bubbles unneed gibbons relatest desiccated systems



rats assassin bug oceans maze
maize desiccated soup times rats
maze laborious enough maize
rats stabilize reality wheel rats
rats bug slippers give maze
maize desiccated anew rats
rats wheel bug salinity maze
maize and more time maze
maize and other rats
maze unintentional rebates sleek rats
maize assassin bug core maze
rats oxygen meek invited rats
rats flew one desiccated maze
maize wheel bug rats
rats assassin bug nutrients maze
rats unnerved inverted ribbons maize
maze devoid systemic realities maize
rats assassin bug brine rats
rats shrimp twelve minute maize
maze system desiccated wheel maze
maze bug and maize
rats planktonic twelve slippage rats
rats minute algae assassin maize
maze bug rats
rats eggs relates assassin maize
maze bug another migratory rats
maze islets maize
rats evaporation and reality rats
maze leek wheel bug maize
rats cumin desiccated rats
maze peninsula given few rats
maze elaborated assassin bug maze
rats shorelines maze
maize navigable twelve unneed rats
maze more wheel bug maize
rats desiccated minute rats
maze diversion gibbons time maize
maize assassin bug drought maize
maze terminus rats
maze dissipated assassin bug maze
rats volcano invented soup rats
rats surface lumin wheel rats
maze bug soap elaborating maize



maize desiccated ravens maze
rats ripples slippers wheel maze
maize bug invented soup maze
rats desiccated slippers rats
maze wheel bug bubbles maize
maze unneed gibbons relatest rats
maze desiccated systems maize

rats arats desiccated minute ratsssassin bug oceans maze
maize desimaze more wheel bug maizeccated soup times rats
maze labmaize navigable twelve unneed ratsorious enough maize
rats stabilirats shorelines mazeze reality wheel rats
rats bug slipmaze elaborated assassin bug mazepers give maze
maize desicmaze diversion gibbons time maizecated anew rats
rats wheel bug salinmaize assassin bug drought maizeity maze
maize and momaze terminus ratsre time maze
maize and othmaze dissipated assassin bug mazeer rats
maze unintentional rebates sleek rats
maize assamaze peninsula given few ratsssin bug core maze
rats oxygen meek invrats cumin desiccated ratsited rats
rats flew one desiccamaze leek wheel bug maizeted maze
maize wherats volcano invented soup ratsel bug rats
rats assassin bug nutrats surface lumin wheel ratsrients maze
rats unnemaze bug soap elaborating maizerved inverted ribbons maize
maze devoid systemaize desiccated ravens mazemic realities maize
rats assassin bug brrats ripples slippers wheel mazeine rats
rats shrimp twelmaize bug invented soup mazeve minute maize
maze sysrats desiccated slippers ratstem desiccated wheel maze
maze bumaze desiccated systems maizeg and maize
rats planktonic twemaze unneed gibbons relatest ratslve slippage rats
rats minute almaze wheel bug bubbles maizegae assassin maize
mazrats evaporation and reality ratse bug rats
rats egmaze islets maizegs relates assassin maize
maze bug anotmaze bug another migratory ratsher migratory rats



arats desiccated minute ratsssassin bug oceans
desimaze more wheel bug maizeccated soup times
labmaize navigable twelve unneed ratsorious enough
stabilirats shorelines mazeze reality wheel
bug slipmaze elaborated assassin bug mazepers give
desicmaze diversion gibbons time maizecated anew
wheel bug salinmaize assassin bug drought maizeity
and momaze terminus ratsre time
and othmaze dissipated assassin bug mazeer
unintentional rebates sleek
assamaze peninsula given few ratsssin bug core
oxygen meek invrats cumin desiccated ratsited
flew one desiccamaze leek wheel bug maizeted
wherats volcano invented soup ratsel bug
assassin bug nutrats surface lumin wheel ratsrients
unnemaze bug soap elaborating maizerved inverted ribbons
devoid systemaize desiccated ravens mazemic realities
assassin bug brrats ripples slippers wheel mazeine
shrimp twelmaize bug invented soup mazeve minute
sysrats desiccated slippers ratstem desiccated wheel
bumaze desiccated systems maizeg and
planktonic twemaze unneed gibbons relatest ratslve slippage
minute almaze wheel bug bubbles maizegae assassin
evaporation and reality ratse bug
egmaze islets maizegs relates assassin
bug anotmaze bug another migratory ratsher migratory

slipmaze elaborated assassin bug mazepers
systemaize desiccated ravens mazemic
bug brrats ripples slippers wheel
twelmaize bug invented soup mazeve
desiccated slippers ratstem desiccated
desiccated systems maizeg
twemaze unneed gibbons relatest ratslve
almaze wheel bug bubbles maizegae
and reality ratse
desiccated minute ratsssassin bug
more wheel bug maizeccated soup



navigable twelve unneed ratsorious
shorelines mazeze reality
islets maizegs relates
anotmaze bug another migratory ratsher
diversion gibbons time maizecated
bug salinmaize assassin bug drought
momaze terminus ratsre
othmaze dissipated assassin bug
rebates
peninsula given few ratsssin bug
meek invrats cumin desiccated
one desiccamaze leek wheel bug
volcano invented soup ratsel
bug nutrats surface lumin wheel
bug soap elaborating maizerved inverted

soap elaborating maizerved inverted
desiccated ravens mazemic
brrats ripples slippers wheel
bug another migratory ratsher
gibbons time maizecated
salinmaize assassin bug drought
terminus ratsre
dissipated assassin bug
given few ratsssin bug
invrats cumin desiccated
desiccamaze leek wheel bug
bug invented soup mazeve
slippers ratstem desiccated
systems maizeg maizegs relates
unneed gibbons relatest ratslve
wheel bug bubbles maizegae
reality ratse mazeze reality
minute ratsssassin bug
wheel bug maizeccated soup
twelve unneed ratsorious
invented soup ratsel
nutrats surface lumin wheel
elaborated assassin bug mazepers



bait the cake
row the dice

bane the cake
crow the dice

fake the cake
throne the dice

bah the cake
oh the dice

bhah the cake
oak the dice

baht the cake
owe the dice

bat the cake
own the dice

bhat the cake
oat the dice

bark the cake
oil the dice



cake the cake
dice the dice

the. cake. the.
it. dice. it.

it it cake.
dice. the ice.

u du ah oo
what

u du ah oo
what

u du ah oo
what
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what

u du ah oo
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u du ah oo
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u du ah oo
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u du ah oo
what
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what what
u du ah oo
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dirt road port soap
elaborating maizerved desiccated ravens
dirt road spot brrats
ripples slippers bug another
migratory dirt road port
gibbons time salinmaize assassin
bug dirt road spot
terminus dissipated assassin dirt
road port given few
ratsssin invrats cumin dirt
road spot desiccamaze leek
wheel bug invented soup
dirt road port slippers
ratstem systems maizeg maizegs
dirt road spot unneed
gibbons relatest wheel bug



bubbles dirt road port
reality ratse mazeze minute
ratsssassin dirt road spot
wheel bug maizeccated twelve
unneed dirt road port
invented soup nutrats surface
lumin dirt road spot
elaborated assassin bug dirt

weekends dirt road port
hearts elaborating maizerved desiccated
phone dirt road spot
darts ripples slippers bug
chopsticks migratory dirt road
chicken gibbons time salinmaize
grand canyon bug dirt road
cashier terminus dissipated assassin
shitload road port given
buddhist ratsssin invrats cumin
guinea pig road spot desiccamaze
boundary wheel bug invented
sandwich dirt road port
suburb ratstem systems maizeg
lawyer dirt road spot
combat gibbons relatest wheel
profess bubbles dirt road
alienated reality ratse mazeze
four-day ratsssassin dirt road
edifying wheel bug maizeccated
grotesque unneed dirt road
behavior invented soup nutrats
indifference lumin dirt road
drifting elaborated assassin bug



weekends dirt road casserole
hearts elaborating maizerved shifts
phone dirt road shopping lists
darts ripples slippers reveals
chopsticks migratory dirt disarm
chicken gibbons time folded
grand canyon bug dirt stunted
cashier terminus dissipated penguin
shitload road port longhand
buddhist ratsssin invrats backwards
guinea pig road spot postal
boundary wheel bug spiderwebs
sandwich dirt road memoir
suburb ratstem systems temptation
lawyer dirt road crystallize
combat gibbons relatest synchronicity
profess bubbles dirt disclosure
alienated reality ratse threads
four-day ratsssassin dirt meandering
edifying wheel bug corners
grotesque unneed dirt peppered
behavior invented soup underlining
indifference lumin dirt dialect
drifting elaborated assassin oysters

weekends behemoth road casserole
hearts deere tractor maizerved shifts
phone institutions road shopping lists
darts punk slippers reveals
chopsticks basement dirt disarm
chicken drunken time folded
grand social register dirt stunted
cashier apartment dissipated penguin
shitload academic port longhand
buddhist tequila invrats backwards
guinea pig bananas spot postal
boundary continuous bug spiderwebs
sandwich literature road memoir
suburb carte blanche systems temptation



lawyer connectivity road crystallize
combat independence relatest synchronicity
profess megaphone dirt disclosure
alienated framework ratse threads
four-day stammering dirt meandering
edifying curatorial bug corners
grotesque technological dirt peppered
behavior multidisciplinary soup underlining
indifference couch lumin dirt barn dialect
drifting apocalyptic assassin oysters

weekends behemoth splash casserole
hearts deere freeway maizerved shifts
phone institutions billboard shopping lists
darts punk neon reveals
chopsticks basement drop disarm
chicken drunken upheaval folded
grand social exterior dirt stunted
cashier apartment cylindrical penguin
shitload academic arches longhand
buddhist tequila expressway backwards
guinea pig bananas soar postal
boundary continuous intercontinental spiderwebs
sandwich literature device memoir
suburb carte blanche galvanized temptation
lawyer connectivity fiberglas crystallize
combat independence suspended synchronicity
profess megaphone transparent disclosure
alienated framework signature threads
four-day stammering tactics meandering
edifying curatorial vanguard corners
grotesque technological ritualistic peppered
behavior multidisciplinary precursor underlining
indifference couch lumin dirt workshirt dialect
drifting apocalyptic interfering oysters



abcdegfabcdefgabcdefgabcdge
favbadcgeabvccdgeabacdgeagb
cdefgbacadfegbacaegdgfgbaca
FEGBACEFDFFEABACEGBce
deEFEDdffgfgedfabdfergbcdas
agaabaeeffgbabcdfgebnabcedg
abdceegnabavacaabaaabcdfegd
fegaabbbadfegabacefddfabace
ddfgabcdefgafabefgabcedfgab
abcedgebacdgefacabdfegagbac
edfabacedfgabacedfdgfdvbace
fdfgefbvDFFREdEGfbbcdfegbdf
degbaabbafdegbababababvafde
fgbadfegabdefgabcedfgbacdef
gbdfdegacbaaabbabcdefgabcdf
gegabcedffdgrebavdcdfefsgfb
azzcvxvxegdfgbabedfgabaadef
baabacabcdedfgabcdefgabcdef

az elephant z cvxvx  e  gdfgbabedfgabaadef
baab acabcd shadows edfgabcdefgabcdef
abc  degfabc   de pronoun      f g a bc
defgabcdge  fffgdf elephant abdggerfefgfg
favba dcgeabvc c shadows dgeabacdgeagb
cdefgb acadfegb pronoun aca  egdgfgbaca
FEGBACE     FD elephant  FF EABA  CEGBce
deEFEDdffgfg shadows edfa b  dfergbcdas
agaabaeeffgb pronoun  a  bcdfge bnabcedg
elephant abdceegnabavac  aabaaa   bcdfegd
fegaabbbadfega shadows b    ac efdd fabace
ddfgabcdefgaf abefga pronoun  bce dfgab
abcedgeba    cdgefacabd elephant f ega gbac
edfabace dfgabacedf dgf dvb ace shadows
pronoun fdfgefb vDFFREdEGf bbcdf egb df
degbaa elephant bbafdegbab abababv afde
fgba d fegabdefgabcedfgbacdef shadows
g bd fde gacbaa pronoun  abbabcdefgabcdf
ge  gabce elephant dffdgrebavdcdfefsgfb



08.12.2013

souvenir, az elephant z cvxvx  e  gdfgbabedfgabaadef
baab acabcd ceiling, ceilings shadows edfgabcdefgabcdef
abc  degfabc   de pronoun Nostradamus      f g a bc
defgabcdge  fffgdf souvenir, elephant abdggerfefgfg
favba dcgeabvc ceiling, ceilings c shadows dgeabacdgeagb
cdefgb Nostradamus      acadfegb pronoun aca  egdgfgbaca
FEGBACE     souvenir, FD elephant  FF EABA  CEGBce
deEFEDdffgfg shadows edfa ceiling, ceilings b  dfergbcdas
agaabaeeffgb pronoun  a  bcdfge Nostradamus      bnabcedg
elephant abdceegnabavac  souvenir, aabaaa   bcdfegd
fegaabbbadfega shadows b    ac ceiling, ceilings efdd fabace
ddfgabcdefgaf abefga pronoun  bce Nostradamus dfgab
abcedgeba    cdgefacabd elephant souvenir, f ega gbac
edfabace dfgabacedf dgf dvb ceiling, ceilings ace shadows
pronoun fdfgefb vDFFREdEGf Nostradamus      bbcdf egb df
degbaa elephant Nostradamus      bbafdegbab abababv afde
fgba d ceiling, ceilings fegabdefgabcedfgbacdef shadows
g bd souvenir, fde gacbaa pronoun  abbabcdefgabcdf
ge  ceiling, ceilings gabce elephant dffdgrebavdcdfefsgfb

souvenir, az elephant z cvxvx  e
baab acabcd ceiling, ceilings shadows
abc  degfabc   de pronoun Nostradamus
defgabcdge  fffgdf souvenir, elephant
favba dcgeabvc ceiling, ceilings c shadows
cdefgb Nostradamus      pronoun aca
FEGBACE     souvenir, FD elephant  FF EABA
shadows edfa ceiling, ceilings b
agaabaeeffgb pronoun  a  bcdfge Nostradamus
elephant abdceegnabavac  souvenir, aabaaa
shadows b    ac ceiling, ceilings
abefga pronoun  bce Nostradamus
abcedgeba    cdgefacabd elephant souvenir,
dgf dvb ceiling, ceilings ace shadows
pronoun fdfgefb vDFFREdEGf Nostradamus
degbaa elephant Nostradamus
fgba d ceiling, ceilings shadows
g bd souvenir, fde gacbaa pronoun
ge  ceiling, ceilings gabce elephant



approximately souvenir, az elephant z cvxvx  e
baab acabcd fly ceiling, ceilings shadows
abc  degfabc   de screaming pronoun Nostradamus
defgabcdge  fffgdf souvenir, glass elephant
favba dcgeabvc ceiling, ceilings c rainbow shadows
shoes cdefgb Nostradamus      pronoun aca
FEGBACE     train souvenir, FD elephant  FF EABA
shadows edfa ceiling, infinite ceilings b
agaabaeeffgb pronoun  a  bcdfge children Nostradamus
elephant abdceegnabavac  souvenir, anthem aabaaa
shadows b    ac ceiling, approximately ceilings
abefga pronoun  bce fly Nostradamus
abcedgeba    screaming cdgefacabd elephant souvenir,
dgf dvb season ceiling, ceilings ace shadows
pronoun fdfgefb rainbow vDFFREdEGf Nostradamus
shoes degbaa elephant Nostradamus
fgba d train ceiling, ceilings shadows
g bd souvenir, infinite fde gacbaa pronoun
ge  ceiling, ceilings children gabce elephant

iguana ceiling, ceilings children gabce elephant
souvenir, mathematics az elephant z cvxvx  e
fly ceiling, ceilings dystopian shadows
de screaming pronoun dystopian Nostradamus
pronoun  bce fly iguana Nostradamus
screaming mathematics cdgefacabd elephant souvenir,
season ceiling, ceilings mathematics ace shadows
fdfgefb rainbow iguana vDFFREdEGf Nostradamus
dystopian degbaa elephant Nostradamus
d train dystopian ceiling, ceilings shadows
souvenir, infinite iguana fde gacbaa pronoun
fffgdf souvenir, glass mathematics elephant
ceiling, ceilings c mathematics rainbow shadows
cdefgb Nostradamus      iguana pronoun aca
train souvenir, FD elephant  FF dystopian EABA
dystopian edfa ceiling, infinite ceilings
pronoun  a  mathematics bcdfge children Nostradamus
abdceegnabavac  iguana souvenir, anthem aabaaa
b    ac ceiling, approximately iguana ceilings



iguana ceiling, ceilings children gabce mercury
teenagers, mathematics az elephant z cvxvx  e
fly ceiling, ceilings dystopian immediately
de screaming pronoun dystopian collapsed
pronoun  bce fly iguana mutable
screaming mathematics cdgefacabd elephant fluctuating,
season ceiling, ceilings mathematics ace necessarily
fdfgefb rainbow iguana vDFFREdEGf archetypal
dystopian degbaa elephant war machines
d train dystopian ceiling, ceilings accomplices
souvenir, infinite iguana fde gacbaa management
voracious souvenir, glass mathematics elephant
ceiling, ceilings c mathematics rainbow interpotentia
cdefgb Nostradamus      iguana pronoun disabled
train souvenir, FD elephant  FF dystopian regions
dystopian edfa ceiling, infinite accelerated
pronoun  a  mathematics bcdfge children tirelessly
abdceegnabavac  iguana souvenir, anthem unlimited
b    ac ceiling, approximately iguana extravagance

iguana ceiling, ceilings facade/gap mercury
teenagers, mathematics az elephant matrix leaking
fly ceiling, ceilings realities (challenge)
de screaming facade/gap collapsed
pronoun  matrix leaking iguana mutable
realities (challenge) cdgefacabd elephant fluctuating,
season ceiling, realities (challenge) ace necessarily
fdfgefb rainbow iguana vDFFREdEGf matrix leaking
facade/gap degbaa elephant war machines
d train dystopian facade/gap, ceilings accomplices
souvenir, matrix leaking fde gacbaa management
realities (challenge), glass mathematics elephant
ceiling, ceilings matrix leaking interpotentia
cdefgb Nostradamus      iguana facade/gap,
realities (challenge), FD elephant  FF dystopian regions
dystopian edfa matrix, leaking accelerated
pronoun  a  mathematics matrix, leaking tirelessly
abdceegnabavac  iguana souvenir, realities (challenge),
facade/gap, approximately iguana extravagance



against ceiling, ceilings facade/gap mercury
against teenagers, mathematics az elephant
against fly ceiling, ceilings (realities)
against facade/gap collapsed
against pronoun  matrix leaking iguana
against realities cdgefacabd elephant fluctuating,
against season (realities) ace necessarily
against fdfgefb rainbow iguana vDFFREdEGf
against facade/gap degbaa war machines
against dystopian facade/gap, ceilings accomplices
against souvenir, leaking fde gacbaa management
against (challenge), glass mathematics elephant
against ceiling, ceilings leaking interpotentia
against Nostradamus      iguana facade/gap,
against (against), FD elephant  FF dystopian regions
against edfa matrix, leaking accelerated
against pronoun  a  mathematics leaking tirelessly
against abdceegnabavac  iguana souvenir,
against facade/gap, approximately extravagance

against impossible, ceilings facade/gap empire
against military, mathematics az economic
against spread ceiling, ceilings (prairie)
against language/gap music
against sense matrix leaking war
against capitalism cdgefacabd elephant diabolical,
against violence (realities) ace suburban
against deformation rainbow iguana catastrophic
against beauty/gap degbaa war alluring
against potential facade/gap, ceilings code
against ambient, leaking fde gacbaa paraphernalia
against (sidewalk), glass mathematics church
against amusement, ceilings leaking atom-bomb
against kitsch      iguana facade/american,
against (tasteless), FD elephant  FF dystopian poetry
against romantic matrix, leaking authentic
against absorption a  mathematics leaking silver
against immersion iguana disassembled,
against aluminum/gap, approximately mosquito



against impossible, galaxy facade/gap empire
against military, reckless az economic
against spread ceiling, dragonfly (prairie)
against language/gap trash-compactor
against sense matrix leaking trash-compactor
against capitalism cdgefacabd elephant dragonfly,
against violence (realities) reckless suburban
against deformation galaxy iguana catastrophic
against beauty/gap degbaa galaxy alluring
against potential facade/gap, reckless code
against ambient, leaking fde gacbaa dragonfly,
against (sidewalk), trash-compactor mathematics church
against amusement, ceilings leaking trash-compactor
against kitsch      dragonfly, facade/american,
against (tasteless), FD elephant  FF reckless poetry
against romantic matrix, leaking galaxy
against absorption galaxy mathematics leaking silver
against immersion reckless disassembled,
against aluminum/gap, dragonfly, trash-compactor

potato salad impossible, galaxy facade/gap empire
responsibilities military, reckless az economic
winter jail spread ceiling, dragonfly (prairie)
grapefruits language/gap trash-compactor
industrial gravy sense matrix leaking trash-compactor
coconut is a drug, capitalism cdgefacabd elephant dragonfly,
garment-generator violence (realities) reckless suburban
nourishment/surgery deformation galaxy iguana catastrophic
noun-salute beauty/gap degbaa galaxy alluring
juggler scars potential facade/gap, reckless code
backfires doormat ambient, leaking fde gacbaa dragonfly,
cement pulley (sidewalk), trash-compactor mathematics church
candied budge amusement, ceilings leaking trash-compactor
stomach thunder kitsch      dragonfly, facade/american,
avocado-the-pimp (tasteless), FD elephant  FF reckless poetry
science rinse romantic matrix, leaking galaxy
suit puke absorption galaxy mathematics leaking silver
all-weather wind-up immersion reckless disassembled,
public school aluminum/gap, dragonfly, trash-compactor



potato salad impossible, centipede facade/gap empire
coconut military, hand-cut az economic
potato jail spread ceiling, stop-and-frisk (prairie)
coconut language/gap trash-compactor
potato gravy sense mat rix leaking low-tech
coconut is a drug, capitalism cdgefacabd elephant mash-up,
potato-generator violence (realities) as-is suburban
coconut/surgery deformation straight-up iguana catastrophic
potato-salute beauty/gap degbaa radio radio alluring
coconut scars potential facade/gap, centipede code
potato doormat ambient, leaking fde gacbaa hand-cut,
coconut pulley (sidewalk), trash-compactor mathematics church
potato budge amusement, ceilings leaking stop-and-frisk
coconut thunder kitsch      low-tech, facade/american,
potato-the-pimp (tasteless), FD elephant  FF mash-up, poetry
coconut rinse romantic matrix, leaking as-is
potato puke absorption straight-up mathematics leaking silver
coconut-weather wind-up immersion radio radio disassembled,
potato school aluminum/gap, dragonfly, trash-compactor

potato salad impossible, centipede facade/stuffy
coconut military, disturbed
potato jail spread ceiling, (bratty)
coconut language/burlesque
potato gravy sense matrix leaking low-hurricane
coconut is a drug, rawlemondenim,
potato-generator violence (hobbling)
coconut/tin foil
potato-salute beauty/refuse
coconut scars potential facade/Chernobyl
potato doormat ambient, fire-brat,
coconut pulley (sidewalk), snowcircus
potato budge amusement, astronomy/flesh
coconut thunder kitsch      low-tech, facade/knit,
potato-the-pimp (tasteless), FD elephant  FF mash-up, atlas
coconut rinse romantic matrix, boat-bloat
potato puke absorption straight-happy-face
coconut-weather poster child,
potato school aluminum/gap, dragonfly, grenade-tantrum



08.13.2013

beautiful salad tsunami, centipede facade/stuffy
mint-green military, Fukushima
potato radiation brisk ceiling, (smudged)
contaminant atmospheric language/burlesque chemistry
potato-in-a-box leaking low-hurricane
coconut forensic weaponry raw lemon denim,
identity-generator violence (effervescent confusion)
scarce coconut/reliable tin foil crucial
nebulous goat, the bean parson,
clams haircut ornamental hotdog facade/Chernobyl
fire-pool doused with explosions, fire-brat,
brainpudding naked (washing), snowcircus
Bq of Xenon, astronomy/fish
drifted into the pacific kitsch    low-tech, facade/knit,
sympathetic-the-(physicist), FooD elephant FooT atlas
butterfly Pyongyang cheeseburger, boat-bloat
tomato soup pork chops, pork chops happy-face
coconut-weather poster child, nineteen-sixty-what
potato school aluminum/gap, dragonfly, grenade-tantrum

turtle. shoe. coelacanth.

Walter Benjamin: It is not that what is past casts its light on what is present, or what is present
its light on what is past; rather, image is that wherein what has been comes together in a flash
with the now to form a constellation. In other words, image is dialectics at a standstill. For while
the relation of the present to the past is a purely temporal one, continuous one, the relation of
what-has-been to the now is dialectical: is not progression but image, suddenly emergent.

Dorothea Lasky: When people talk about poetry as a project, they suggest that the road through
a poem is a single line. When really the road through a poem is a series of lines, like a
constellation, all interconnected. Poems take place in the realm of chance, where the self and
the universal combine, where life exists. I can’t suggest to you that going through a line that is
more like a constellation than a road is easy—or that the blurring of the self and the universal
doesn’t shred a poet a little bit in the process. The terrain of a poem is unmapped (including the
shapes of the trees along the constellation-road).



beautiful turtle tsunami, centipede facade/stuffy
mint-green shoe, Fukushima
potato radiation brisk coelacanth, (smudged)
contaminant atmospheric coelacanth/burlesque chemistry
potato-in-a-box leaking shoe-hurricane
coconut forensic weaponry turtle,
identity-generator turtle (effervescent confusion)
scarce coconut/reliable shoefoil crucial
nebulous goat, the bean parson, coelacanth shoe
shoe shoe shoe hotdog facade/Chernobyl
fire-pool doused with explosions, turtle-brat,
brainpudding naked (washing), turtlecircus
Bq of Xenon, astronomy/shoe
drifted into the pacific coelacanth low-coelacanth, facade/knit,
turtle-the-(shoe), FooD coelacanth FooT turtle
turtle Pyongyang coelacanth, shoe-shoe
tomato soup pork shoe, pork turtle happy-coelacanth
coconut-shoe turtle child, nineteen-sixty-what
potato school turtle/shoe, dragonfly, coelacanth-tantrum

dragonfly. pork chop. contaminant.

dot leaf dot, centipede facade/stuffy
dot-dot leaf, Fukushima
dot leaf dot coelacanth, (smudged)
dot dot leaf/burlesque chemistry
dot-leaf-dot-box leaking shoe-hurricane
dot dot leaf turtle,
dot-leaf dot (effervescent confusion)
dot dot/leaf shoefoil crucial
dot leaf, dot bean parson, coelacanth shoe
dot dot leaf hotdog facade/Chernobyl
dot-leaf dot with explosions, turtle-brat,
dotdot leaf (washing), turtlecircus
dot leaf dot, astronomy/shoe
dot dot leaf pacific coelacanth low-coelacanth, facade/knit,
dot-leaf-(dot), FooD coelacanth FooT turtle
dot dot leaf, shoe-shoe
dot leaf dot shoe, pork turtle happy-coelacanth
dot-dot leaf child, nineteen-sixty-what
dot leaf dot/shoe, dragonfly, coelacanth-tantrum

dot. dot. leaf.



bananas dot leaf dot, centipede facade/stuffy
dot-dot floating leaf, Fukushima
dot leaf dot coelacanth cornharp, (smudged)
dot dot leaf/burlesque bananas floating cornharp
bananas dot-leaf-dot-box leaking shoe-hurricane
dot dot leaf floating turtle,
dot-leaf dot (effervescent cornharp confusion)
dot dot/leaf shoefoil crucial bananas floating cornharp
bananas dot leaf, dot bean parson, coelacanth shoe
dot dot floating leaf hotdog facade/Chernobyl
dot-leaf dot with explosions, cornharp turtle-brat,
dotdot leaf (washing), turtlecircus bananas floating cornharp
bananas dot leaf dot, astronomy/shoe
dot dot leaf floating pacific coelacanth low-coelacanth, facade/knit,
dot-leaf-(dot), FooD coelacanth cornharp FooT turtle
dot dot leaf, shoe-shoe bananas floating cornharp
bananas dot leaf dot shoe, pork turtle happy-coelacanth
dot-dot leaf floating child, nineteen-sixty-what
dot leaf dot/shoe, dragonfly cornharp, coelacanth-tantrum

bananas. floating. cornharp.

it was 1964 dot, centipede facade/stuffy
know-how helicopter leaf, Fukushima
ground troops adolescents coelacanth cornharp, (smudged)
John Wayne thinking/burlesque bananas floating cornharp
Johnson's great-society-dot-box leaking shoe-hurricane
American war story floating turtle,
G. I. Joe (effervescent cornharp confusion)
traditional war/toys shoefoil crucial bananas floating cornharp
War II-style, dot bean parson, coelacanth shoe
ten inch bazooka leaf hotdog facade/Chernobyl
beachhead-flame thrower with explosions, cornharp turtle-brat,
assault fatigue (shirt), turtlecircus bananas floating cornharp
bombing North Vietnam dot, astronomy/shoe
Barbie had arrived floating pacific coelacanth low-coelacanth, facade/knit,
breasts-and-(bullets), FooD coelacanth cornharp FooT turtle
in the early 1970s, shoe-shoe bananas floating cornharp
breaking for dinner dot shoe, pork turtle happy-coelacanth
a whole generation floating child, nineteen-sixty-what
without fairy tales/shoe, dragonfly cornharp, coelacanth-tantrum

bananas. floating. cornharp.



oscillation was 1964 dot, centipede
facade/stuffy pulse, mute
opaque know-how helicopter leaf, Fukushima
schema ground troops adolescents coelacanth cornharp,
(smudged) schema opaque mute, pulse oscillation
oscillation John Wayne thinking/burlesque bananas
floating cornharp pulse, mute opaque schema
(smudged) Johnson's great-society-dot-box oscillation
pulse, mute opaque leaking shoe-hurricane schema
schema American war story floating turtle, opaque
G. I. Joe (effervescent cornharp mute, pulse
oscillation confusion) John Wayne thinking/burlesque
bananas traditional war/toys shoefoil crucial
pulse, mute bananas floating cornharp opaque
schema Fukushima War II-style, dot bean opaque mute,
pulse parson, coelacanth shoe oscillation
ten inch bazooka leaf hotdog
ten inch bazooka leaf hotdog
oscillation facade/Chernobyl pulse, mute opaque
schema ground troops beachhead-flame thrower with explosions,
schema opaque cornharp turtle-brat, mute,
pulse assault fatigue (shirt), turtlecircus bananas
oscillation floating cornharp oscillation
pulse, mute opaque bombing North Vietnam dot, astronomy
schema/shoe Barbie coelacanth breasts-cornharp
oscillation Barbie had arrived floating pacific
pulse, coelacanth low-coelacanth, facade/knit,
mute breasts-and-(bullets), FooD coelacanth
opaque cornharp FooT turtle
schema in the early 1970s, shoe oscillation
oscillation-shoe bananas floating cornharp
shoe, dot breaking for dinner dot shoe,
ten inch pork turtle happy-coelacanth
bazooka leaf a whole generation floating child,
hotdog nineteen-sixty-what socillation pulse,
mute opaque schema without fairy tales/shoe, dragonfly
oscillation pulse, cornharp, coelacanth-tantrum



opaque cornharp FooT turtle
oscillation was 1964 dot, c
entipede hotdog nineteen-si
xty-what socillation pulse,
facade/stuffy pulse, mute o
paque know-how helicopter l
eaf, Fukushima ten inc
h pork turtle happy-c
oelacanth schema ground tro
ops adolescents coelaca nth
cornharp, schema in the ear
ly 1970s, shoe osci llation
(smudged) schema opaque mut
e, pulse oscillation pulse,
coelacanth low-co elacanth,
facade/knit, schema/shoe Ba
rbie coelacanth breasts-cor
nharp oscillation Barbie ha
d arrived float ing pacific
oscillation John Wayne thin
king/burlesque bananas floa
ting cornharp pulse, mute o
paque schema pulse, mute op
aque bombing North Vietn am
dot, astronomy (smudged) Jo
hnson's great-society-dot-b
ox oscillation pulse assaul
t fatigue (shirt), turtleci
rcus bananas pulse, mute op
aque leaking shoe-hurricane
schema mute opaque schema w
ithout fairy tales/shoe, dr
agonfly schema American war
story floating turtle, opaq
ue oscillation pulse, cornh
arp, coelacanth-tantrum G.I
. Joe (effervescent cornhar
p mute, pulse oscillation f
loating cornharp oscillatio
n oscillation confusion) Jo
hn Wayne thinking/burlesque
bananas traditional war/toy
s shoefoil crucial bazoo ka



leaf a wh ole generation
floating child, shoe, dot b
reaking for dinner dot shoe
, pulse, mute bananas float
ing cornharp opaque oscilla
tion-shoe bananas floa ting
cornharp schema Fukushima W
ar II-style, dot bean opaqu
e mute, pulse parson, coela
canth sho e oscillation ten
inch bazooka leaf hot
dog mute breasts-and-(bulle
ts), FooD coelacanth schema
opaque cornharp turtle-brat
, mute, ten inch baz
ooka leaf hotdog osci
llation facade/Chernobyl pu
lse, mute opaque schema gro
und troops beachhead-fl ame
throw er with ex plosions,,

deoso, pulse, mute bananas float
couour-shoe bananas floa ting
seblade schema Fukushimaw
shaky II-style, dot bean opaqu
rex mute, pulse parson, coela
bej sho e oscillation ten
fee bazooka leaf hot
rave 10 fairy tales/shoe, dr
prese schema American war
lock floating turtle, opaq
jol oscillation pulse, cornh
valend, coelacanth-tantrum G.I
multi-Joe (effervescent cornhar
respd mute, pulse oscillationf
.[14 cornharp oscillatio
fevvv oscillation confusion) Jo
viole Wayne thinking/burlesque
violence, traditional war/toy
violc shoefoil crucial bazoo ka
fojo a wh ole generation



impbebe child, shoe, dotb
exthir for dinner dot shoe
rep mute breasts-and-(bulle
five), FooD coelacanth schema
celebrity cornharp turtle-brat
organiza, mute, ten inch baz
otoqu leaf hotdog osci
spax facade/Chernobyl pu
thene, mute opaque schema gro
atter troops beachhead-fl ame
locl er with ex plosions,,
violen cornharp FooT turtle
incarnati was 1964 dot, sea
notably hotdog nineteen-si
toes-what socillation pulse,
engage/stuffy pulse, muteo
hygienic know-how helicopterl
work, Fukushima ten inc
bi.e., pork turtle happy-c
distand schema ground tro
suddenyl adolescents coelaca nth
wlon..., schema in the ear
sheet 1970s, shoe osci llation
(fight) schema opaque mut
jusp, pulse oscillation pulse,
washingtoln low-co elacanth,
histl/knit, schema/shoe Ba
whovt coelacanth breasts-cor
whicb oscillation Barbie ha
suppe arrived float ing pacific
spxin's John Wayne thin
tooff/burlesque bananas floa
the fank cornharp pulse, muteo
numb schema pulse, mute op
confli bombing North Vietn am
department, astronomy (smudged) Jo
ostensib great-society-dotb
rece oscillation pulse assaul
unexa fatigue (shirt), turtleci
incarc bananas pulse, mute op
violend leaking shoe-hurricane
lanp mute opaque schemaw
invitation... [cornharp opaque oscilla
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suddenyl adolescents coelaca rebar
atter troops beachhead-fl 9 or 1
incarnati was 1964 dot, emotioof
wlon..., schema in the albumin
sheet 1970s, shoe osci scad
(fight) schema opaque nose
jusp, pulse oscillation mucb,
washingtoln low-co worb,
histl/knit, schema/shoe Ba-3 irb
whovt coelacanth breasts-plax
whicb oscillation Barbie ha-mellt
deoso, pulse, mute bananas happening
ostensib great-society-drurn
rece oscillation pulse continu
unexa fatigue (shirt), promott
violend leaking shoe-cassettes
lanp mute opaque improvised
invitation... [rhythm randeta cah
incarc bananas pulse, mute giviitl
couour-shoe bananas floa witl
seblade schema mo
shaky II-style, dot bean oot
rex mute, pulse parson, ye
bej sho e oscillation york'
fee bazooka leaf unde
rave 10 fairy tales/shoe, drup
prese schema American dram
lock floating turtle, locati
jol oscillation pulse, prer
respd mute, pulse gallawk
.[14 cornharp wasl
viole Wayne thinking/nei
fevvv oscillation confusion) floc
violence, traditional war/withou
violc shoefoil crucial bazoo itself
valend, coelacanth-tantrum squ 5000



multi-Joe (effervescent laptome
fojo a wh ole 720 gea
impbebe child, shoe, begard
exthir for dinner dot ba
rep mute breasts-and-(examplex
five), FooD coelacanth siwt
celebrity cornharp turtle-ext
organiza, mute, ten inch ih
otoqu leaf hotdog thrin
spax facade/Chernobyl classid
thene, mute opaque soundtracks
locl er with ex familx,,
violen cornharp FooT so-ba
notably hotdog nineteen-spipir
toes-what socillation wafhoof,
engage/stuffy pulse, elrext
hygienic know-how midninnk
work, Fukushima ten-voltaire
bi.e., pork turtle happy-cars
distand schema ground cover
suppe arrived float ing nails
spxin's John Wayne quovc
tooff/burlesque bananas rojul
the fank cornharp pulse, experidie
numb schema pulse, mute 89 soankir
confli bombing North Vietn develh
department, astronomy (smudged) groget

facade/Chernobyl classid seblade schema mo otoqu leaf hotdog thrin
suddenyl adolescents coelaca rebar bej sho e oscillation york'
atter troops beachhead-fl 9 or 1 couour-shoe bananas floa witl
wlon..., schema in the albumin shaky II-style, dot bean oot
sheet 1970s, shoe osci scad deoso, pulse, mute bananas happening
(fight) schema opaque nose whicb oscillation Barbie ha-mellt
jusp, pulse oscillation mucb, histl/knit, schema/shoe Ba-3 irb
washingtoln low-co worb, whovt coelacanth breasts-plax
ostensib great-society-drurnrece oscillation pulse continu spax
unexa fatigue (shirt), promott organiza, mute, ten inch ih
violend leaking shoe-cassettes celebrity cornharp turtle-ext
lanp mute opaque improvised rep mute breasts-and-(examplex
invitation... [rhythm randeta cah five), FooD coelacanth siwt



rex mute, pulse parson, ye locl er with ex familx,,
fee bazooka leaf unde violen cornharp FooT so-ba
rave 10 fairy tales/shoe, drup toes-what socillation wafhoof,
prese schema American dram hygienic know-how midninnk
lock floating turtle, locati bi.e., pork turtle happy-cars
jol oscillation pulse, prer department, astronomy (smudged) groget
respd mute, pulse gallawk confli bombing North Vietn develh
.[14 cornharp wasl numb schema pulse, mute 89 soankir
viole Wayne thinking/nei the fank cornharp pulse, experidie
fevvv oscillation confusion) floc tooff/burlesque bananas rojul
violence, traditional war/withou spxin's John Wayne quovc
violc shoefoil crucial bazoo itself suppe arrived float ing nails
valend, coelacanth-tantrum squ 5000 distand schema ground cover
multi-Joe (effervescent laptome work, Fukushima ten-voltaire
fojo a wh ole 720 gea engage/stuffy pulse, elrext
impbebe child, shoe, begard notably hotdog nineteen-spipir
exthir for dinner dot ba thene, mute opaque soundtracks
incarnati was 1964 dot, emotioof incarc bananas pulse, mute giviitl

facade/Chernobyl classid it, it mo otoqu leaf hotdog thrin
valend,  it, it squ 5000 distand schema ground cover
rave  it, it/shoe, drup toes-what socillation wafhoof,
suddenyl adolescents  it, it sho e oscillation york'
atter troops beachhead-fl 9 or 1  it, it floa witl
wlon...,  it, it II-style, dot bean oot
sheet 1970s, shoe osci scad  it, it happening
(fight) schema  it, it Barbie ha-mellt
jusp,  it, it mucb, histl/knit, schema/shoe Ba-3 irb
washingtoln low-co worb,  it, it breasts-plax
violence, traditional war/withou  it, it quovc
violc  it, it nails
multi-Joe ( it, it-voltaire
fojo  it, it 720 gea engage/stuffy pulse, elrext
impbebe child, shoe,  it, it nineteen-spipir
it, it dot ba thene, mute opaque soundtracks
incarnati was 1964 dot,  it, it giviitl
ostensib great-society- it, it spax
rex  it, it ye locl er with ex familx,,
it, it unde violen cornharp FooT so-ba
prese  it, it
lock floating turtle, locati bi.e., it, it



jol oscillation pulse, prer  it, it groget
respd mute, pulse gallawk  it, it develh
.[14  it, it 89 soankir
unexa  it, it organiza, mute, ten inch ih
violend leaking shoe-cassettes  it, it-ext
lanp  it, it breasts-and-(examplex
it, it [rhythm randeta cah five), FooD coelacanth siwt
viole Wayne thinking/nei the fank  it, it experidie
fevvv oscillation confusion) floc tooff/it, it nas rojul

facade/Chernobyl wormbloom | 5000 otoqu leaf
hotdog thrin radio merz distand schema ground cover
bag of chips/shoe, drup toes-what socillation wafhoof,
suddenyl adolescents  wormbloom | 5000
atter troops beachhead-fl 9 radio merzfloa witl
wlon...,  bar of soap II-style, dot bean oot
sheet 1970s, shoe osci scad  wormbloom | 5000 happening
(fight) radio merz Barbie ha-mellt
typewritercandleentry, histl/knit, schema/shoe Ba-3 irb
washingtoln wormbloom | 5000 breasts-plax
violence, traditional war/withou radio merzquovc
violc  typewritercandleentry, nails
multi-Joe (wormbloom | 5000-voltaire
fojo radio merz 720 gea engage/stuffy pulse, elrext
impbebe child, shoe, typewritercandleentry, nineteen-spipir
wormbloom | 5000 dot ba thene, mute opaque soundtracks
incarnati was 1964 dot,  radio merz giviitl
ostensib great-society-typewritercandleentry, spax
rex  wormbloom | 5000  ex familx,,
bag of chips violen cornharp FooT so-ba
prese  bar of soap
lock floating turtle, locati bi.e., radio merz
jol oscillation pulse, wormbloom | 5000
respd mute, pulse gallawk typewritercandleentry, develh
.[14  radio merz 89 soankir
unexa barn of chirps, ten inch ih
violend leaking shoe-cassettes  it, it-ext
lanp  wormbloom | 5000 breasts-and-(examplex
radio merz [rhythm randeta cah five), FooD coelacanth siwt
viole Wayne thinking/nei the fank typewritercandleentry,
fevvv oscillation confusion) floc tooff/wormbloom | 5000 nas rojul
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independ face
to the army
a leg
bags
baggage

a ;e
a leg
prepared for
elocted gove

indepenk ace
tooth-army
at lag
at barge

peppered fork
the clotted glove

independ face sodium
cottonseed   to the army
a leg saturated
bags palm oil),

salt     baggage
a ;e corn-treated
a leg lime lime
prepared for carbohydrate
elocted gove cholesterol



recycled indepenk ace plastic
landfills   tooth-army
at lag green crayola

solar pencils  at barge
peppered fork panels

the clotted glove
apricotdandelioncarnation

survival kits independ face sodium
cottonseed   peripheries to the army
hot-spots  a leg saturated
rapid    bags palm oil),
all-embracing salt     baggage
utopian a ;e corn-treated
festival a leg lime lime marginal
Latvian prepared for carbohydrate
activists elocted gove cholesterol

lake towada recycled indepenk ace plastic
landfills   tooth-army earthquake
at lag green crayola tsunami

solar pencils  at barge survive festival
peppered fork panels floating
scattered    the clotted glove stories
gathering apricotdandelioncarnation



unconscious festival a leg lime lime marginal
mandate Latvian prepared for carbohydrate
unbutton activists elocted gove cholesterol
grotesque landfills   tooth-army earthquake
mediated  at lag green crayola tsunami
fusion peppered fork panels floating
throat survival kits independ face sodium
sheltered hot-spots  a leg saturated
submissions rapid    bags palm oil),
mermaid all-embracing salt     baggage
teenage utopian a ;e corn-treated
eeriness scattered    the clotted glove stories
glitterbirth gathering apricotdandelioncarnation
evangelical cottonseed   peripheries to the army
curtains lake towada recycled indepenk ace plastic
transcribing solar pencils at barge survive festival

curtains lake towada recycled indepenk
ace plastic refrigerator
unconscious festival a leg lime
lime marginal guacamole
mandate Latvian prepared for carbohydrate
scoops transcribing solar pencils at
barge survive festival bubbles
unbutton activists elocted gove cholesterol
technique evangelical cottonseed   peripheries to
the army oxygen
grotesque landfills   tooth-army earthquake
fluffy glitterbirth gathering apricotdandelioncarnation blended
mediated  at lag green crayola tsunami
chicken fusion peppered fork panels
floating potato throat survival kits
independ face sodium pancakes
sheltered hot-spots  a leg
saturated syrup
submissions rapid    bags palm oil),
hourlong eeriness scattered    the clotted
glove stories oxidizing
mermaid all-embracing salt     baggage
foolproof teenage utopian a ;e
corn-treated apartment



curtains lake towada recycled indepenk
ace plastic refrigerator costume taboo
unconscious festival a leg lime secondary
lime marginal guacamole camera/mime
mandate Latvian prepared for carbohydrate
scoops transcribing solar pencils at
barge survive festival bubbles surfaces
unbutton activists elocted gove cholesterol
technique evangelical cottonseed   peripheries to
the army oxygen ephemeral capture bounced
grotesque landfills   tooth-army earthquake
fluffy glitterbirth gathering exceptionsystem
apricotdandelioncarnation blended outlaws
mediated  at lag green crayola tsunami mask
chicken fusion peppered fork panels flow
floating potato throat survival kits monster
independ face sodium pancakes emergency
sheltered hot-spots  a leg log lag lug leg
saturated syrup arise sauce doubtless skirmish
submissions rapid    bags palm oil), device
hourlong eeriness scattered    the clotted
glove stories oxidizing devise dissolving
mermaid all-embracing salt     baggage
foolproof teenage utopian a ;e merges; a
corn-treated apartment bleeding marmoset

curtains lake towada recycled indepenk corn-treated apartment bleeding marmoset
ace plastic refrigerator costume taboo foolproof teenage utopian a ;e merges; a
unconscious festival a leg lime secondary mermaid all-embracing salt     baggage
lime marginal guacamole camera/mime glove stories oxidizing devise dissolving
mandate Latvian prepared for carbohydrate hourlong eeriness scattered    the clotted
scoops transcribing solar pencils at submissions rapid bags palm oil), device
barge survive festival bubbles surfaces saturated syrup arise sauce doubtless skirmish
unbutton activists elocted gove cholesterol sheltered hot-spots  a leg log lag lug leg
technique evangelical cottonseed   peripheries to independ face sodium pancakes emergency
the army oxygen ephemeral capture bounced floating potato throat survival kits monster
grotesque landfills   tooth-army earthquake chicken fusion peppered fork panels flow
fluffy glitterbirth gathering exceptionsystem mediated at lag green crayola tsunami mask
apricotdandelioncarnation blended outlaws curtains lake towada recycled



prose curtains lake towada recycled
poetic indepenk corn-treated apartment
affect bleeding marmoset
tradition ace plastic refrigerator costume
astride taboo foolproof teenage utopian
spectrum a ;e merges; a
describes unconscious festival a leg
persistent lime secondary mermaid all
content-embracing salt     baggage
arbitrary lime marginal guacamole camera
lineation/mime glove stories oxidizing
properties devise dissolving
noisic manifesto mandate Latvian prepared for
survival carbohydrate hourlong eeriness scattered
marginalized    the clotted
optimal scoops transcribing solar pencils
aesthetid at submissions rapid    bags
imaginative palm oil), device
throat-clearing barge survive festival bubbles
partial surfaces saturated syrup arise
fetish sauce doubtless skirmish
corpus unbutton activists elocted gove
tedious cholesterol sheltered hot-spots
bait a leg log lag
abate lug leg liig lygge
history technique evangelical cottonseed   peripheries
culling to independ face sodium
biographical pancakes emergency
threads the army oxygen ephemeral
alphabetized capture bounced floating potato
numerated throat survival kits monster
accumulated grotesque landfills   tooth-army
converging earthquake chicken fusion peppered
carrot tattoo fork panels flow
no fluffy glitterbirth gathering exceptionsystem
immediately mediated  at lag green
cormorant concomitant crayola tsunami mask
corrupted apricotdandelioncarnation blended outlaws curtains
frictionfictions disposable lake towada recycled



prose curtains lda rpoetic indepenkcon-treted apartment
affect bleeding marosettradition ace platic refrigerator
costume stride taboo proof teenage utopian
ectrum a ;emerges;a
dscribes uncoscios festival a leg
peistent le secodary mermaid all
connt-embcing slt     baggage
arbiary me marinal guacamole camera
lineaonme gle stories oxidizing
propers devise dissolving
noisicnfest mandate Latvian prepared for
survia aboydrate hourlong eeriness scattered
margnlizd  the clotted
optml scp transcribing solar pencils
aesteti atubmissions rapid    bags
iminatve pl oil), device
toat-learin arge survive festival bubbles
rtia surface aturated syrup arise etish sauce doutless
skirmishcorpus unbutton activists elocted gove
tedious cholestol shelteredhot-spos
ba a leg log l
abate lug leg li gge
hstory techniu evgelical cottonseed   peripheries
ulling to ineend fe sodium biographical pncakeseergency
threads themy oxygen hemerl
alphabetizdcapture boued loating potato
numerated troat surviva ts monster
accumulatd grotesque laills   tooth-army
convergigearthquake chick fusion peppered
carrot atoo fork panel fl
no fluf glitterbirth atheringxceptionsystem
immedaely mediated  t lag gree
cormrnt concomitantcrayola tsunami mask
coruted apricotdanelioncarnation blended outls curtains
frcionfictions diposable lake towada recycled
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foiled the zen wend
knot immemse nose moldy noise
yard evolves diamonds blakeside
instant buzzard yarn reverb
plague momentary wand fouls
bowl technique pickerel toothpricks
un-de-rp-in-ni-ng-s Cadillac gravity thumb
thumb tomato firetruck soup
gr[r.r.r.r]ease forefinger keep kelp
slept jaguarwinecellar where fonts and
altitude dragonflowers snapped rotates
interstellar fluff hinges red desires
rid loose loops pores hoops hjops
or pours ore erased
intoxication interrupted exagge recipient
flowered rusts Japanese lantern
confusii ing putty tricky festival
putting dding DNA ash
folding (forbidden) reversed weathermantlepiece
chicken frogpond Klebnikov clarity
symmetrically edible belief in
leaves bugs meelts permaculture
template crooked routinely pianos
riverbank medical jeep riot

shoelaces urinals circulate shoemakers
foiled the zen dust-bunnies
knot immemse boutique calisthenics
yard evolves turquoise blakeside
instant "staring knot" reverb
plague double-turtle fouls
bowl "Tibetan yellow" toothpeeks
un-de-rp-in-ni-ng-s hole recipe thumb
thumb tomato Campbell Avenue soup
gr[r.r.r.r]ease forefinger wrap rope
slept slipknot where fonts and
adjacent dragonflowers snapped balanced
interstellar fluff compounds rid desires
red goose gallops pores hoops hi-jops inx



or pours inks ore jinx erased
intoxication interrupted millennial scouting
sidewalks sideways Japanese lantern
confusii ing putty terminolon ripcord
putting dding DNA ash (reef.) (this.) (with.)
folding (forbidden) deversed mickeymantlemouse
chicken frogpond grammar knot
crossed securities belief in
beef bugs elastic Netherlands
hotplate cooked routinely pianos
sneaky anchors ditch fishing bowl

08.20.2013

sneaky anchors itch fishing
sowl shoelaces urinals calculate
snowdrifters hotplate booked routinely
pianos soiled then bent
dust-bunnies beet buds
elastic Netherlands knot immemse
boutique casserole crossed securities
belief in yard devolves
turquoise blakeside chicken frogpond
grammar note instant "staring
knot" reverb folding (forbidden)
deversed suitpoeticsplanet plague
double-turtle fouls "play" putting
dding DNA ash (gasoline.)
(milk.) (certificate.) buvvl "Tibetan
yellow" toothpikes confusiius ing
lemon terminolon semicolon
un-derp-inni-ngs hole retail thumb sidewalks
sliderules Japanese pumpkin thumb
tomato Tomato Avenue soup canned
intoxication interrupted self-published
gr[r.r.r.r]its frequently everything
hazelnut or compulsory inks
catnip jinx erased waterproof



slipknot where mosquito and
red goose gallops bicycle sink
hoops hi-jops inx electric grocery
corpse dragonflowers exploding unbala
ncedtasks swathmath mush shale masks
geesewizardaries interstellar fluff combfounds
ribs desires saber pence South Dakota

08.21.2013

speaking in itch fishing
jubilation shoelaces urinals calculate
tongues hotplate booked routinely
deranged soiled nigh bent
dust-bunnies doggedly chord
elastic Netherlands knotfetish
boutique casserole posthumous
belief polysemous devolves
biographical chicken harmonics
grammar note eruptions "staring
knot" bypass enduring (folk/raw)
deversed souppoeticssiren plague
double-turtle threshold "play"
puttingdding mutating (emulating.)
(milking.) (certainties.) foll weevil
"Tibetan yellow" turnpike pinches
themeandvariationsimprovisations
lemon terminal settlers colonies
drippingpings hole thumbnail sidewalks
rutabagas shattering outtside thumb
tomato Tomato pathway gr[]ipping
self-echoes interrupted shoes
gr[r.r.r.r]ips bedlam porch
hazelnut roitroit swans repel
catnip drumrolls hiccup shower
curtains slipknot calypso sugarcoated
red goose red gallops goose gallops
bicycle goose red sink gallops



putting (milking.) (certainties.) foll
weevildding mutating (emulating.) spea
bicycle goose red sink gallopsking ini
tch fishing jubilation shoered goose r
ed gallops goose gallopslaces urinalsc
alculate tongues hotcurtains slipknotc
alypso sugarcoatedplate booked routine
ly deranged scatnip drumrolls hiccup s
howeroiled nigh bent dust-bunnhazelnut
roitroit swans repelies doggedly chord
elastic Nethergr[r.r.r.r]ips bedlam po
rchlands knotfetishboutique casseself-
echoes interrupted shoes role posthumo
us belief polysetomato Tomato pathwayg
r[]ippingmous devolves biograrutabagas
shattering outtside thumb phical chick
en harmonics grammar note erudrippingp
ings hole thumbnail sidewalks ptions "
staring knot" bypass endulemon termina
l settlers coloniesring (folk/raw) det
hemeandvariationsimprovisationsverseds
ouppoeticssiren plague double-"Tibetan
yellow" turnpike pinches turtle "play"

putting (milking.) (certainties.) foll
fall (foil) making masks (curtains).

weevildding mutating (emulating.)
spea
ks pea ches, lids, building
the emu lattice. weave.



bicycle goose red sink
gallopsking ini
intuitive circles slink,
slink the moose
to loop the king.

tch fishing jubilation
shoered goose red
witchflesh, jumble our
showering shoes.

ed gallops goose gallopslaces
urinalsc loops flop real
retinal splice, palaces,
galleon Gaul red rhinoceros.

alculate tongues hotcurtains
slipknotc articulates
lungnotch, curved stains
along the lip.

alypso sugarcoatedplate
booked routine lyps,
soap garish goatbait,
cooked route by the twine.



ly deranged scatnip drumrolls hiccup s
strangers lyre scat trolls
sly derringer, Wild Bill Hickock at
a nap, strolls in a range of naps.

howeroiled nigh bent
dust-bunnhazelnut howitzer boiled
thighs spent rust, that
rusty old sun, just strolls about
heavzeln all day.

roitroit swans repelies
doggedly chord swindles
Philadelphia sans
reptile repellent re
plies, lies riot,
frog-chorus, ungodly,
introit a rite of rots.

elastic Nethergr[r.r.r.r]ips
bedlam po, beadlamp vizpo,
breadlamb vispo poips[r.r.r.
r.]gggggggggggggrrrrrrrrrrrr
neanderthal nor plastic,
both/and neithernor.



rchlands knotfetishboutique
casseself-rchlands
casseself-knot
casseself-fetish
casseself-boutique
knocasseself-tfetishboutique
knotfecasseself-tishboutique
knotfeticasseself-shboutique
knotfetishbcasseself-outique
knotfetishboucasseself-tique
knotfetishbouticasseself-que

echoes interrupted echoes
echoes shoes echoes
echoes role echoes
echoes posthumo echoes

us belief polysetomato Tomato
Tomato pathwayg
Tomato us Tomato
Tomato belief Tomato
Tomato polysetomato Tomato

r[]ippingmous devolves biograrutabagas
rippingmous d[]evolves biograrutabagas
rippingmous devolves b[]iograrutabagas

r[ippi]ngmous devolves biograrutabagas
rippingmous d[evol]ves biograrutabagas
rippingmous devolves b[iogr]arutabagas



shattering outtside thumb phical
chicken in out
er tearing touring turing dur
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrringnnnnnnnnnn
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrringggggggggggggg
thump thumbphical
Hatteras Hatteras Hatteras

en harmonics grammar note
erudrippingp
drup ping glup goop gloop
eardripping earmonics
oatmote erudite earmonica

ings hole thumbnail sidewalks
ptions "ings"
whole thumppail thumbbail
humpboil crumbpool
positional snide slidewalks
"ings" pings "ings" pings "ings"

staring knot" bypass endulemon
termina (minnows-marina)
notenot endulemon bypass synergy
tar ring airing stark.

l settlers coloniesring (folk/raw) det
mowetu thufisa sumotu tuwethu (yolk
/thaw) debt semicolon eye-ring
connoisseur colonized
eel,letters [speech flies melting
crackdown, slack bee harmolodic nub
copytheory recycling Egypt



themeandvariationsimprovisationsverseds
summer threemillion turmoil burnt
window clusters clarity (.) since
been between be start come headlines
(The.

ouppoeticssiren plague double-"Tibetan"
flawed dinner outline unable.
elections by force nondemocratic
sleep. no longer then, dissolved
supporters interpret least,

"iguana yellow" turnpike pinches
turtle "play" wobbles fiber
reaped, graven weave, knit
itinerary muse-barber
sandblaster teapot finches.


